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Humans frequently cooperate without carefully weighing the costs
and benefits. As a result, people may wind up cooperating when it is
not worthwhile to do so. Why risk making costly mistakes? Here, we
present experimental evidence that reputation concerns provide an
answer: people cooperate in an uncalculating way to signal their
trustworthiness to observers. We present two economic game
experiments in which uncalculating versus calculating decision-
making is operationalized by either a subject’s choice of whether to
reveal the precise costs of cooperating (Exp. 1) or the time a subject
spends considering these costs (Exp. 2). In both experiments, we
find that participants are more likely to engage in uncalculating
cooperation when their decision-making process is observable to
others. Furthermore, we confirm that people who engage in un-
calculating cooperation are perceived as, and actually are, more
trustworthy than people who cooperate in a calculating way. Taken
together, these data provide the first empirical evidence, to our
knowledge, that uncalculating cooperation is used to signal trust-
worthiness, and is not merely an efficient decision-making strategy
that reduces cognitive costs. Our results thus help to explain a range
of puzzling behaviors, such as extreme altruism, the use of ethical
principles, and romantic love.

reputation | social evaluation | decision-making | experimental economics |
moral psychology

Humans are exceptional in their willingness to incur personal
costs to benefit others, and a great deal of work across the

social and natural sciences has sought to understand this excep-
tionally cooperative behavior (1–16). A central explanation that has
emerged is reciprocity: often, the future benefits of cooperation
outweigh the present costs, and so it is in your long-run self-interest
to cooperate with others (17–21). However, there are also many
contexts in which the future benefits are not sufficient to outweigh
the immediate costs of cooperating: humans sometimes face the
opportunity to cooperate in anonymous settings, or with strangers,
or to make huge sacrifices and receive only moderate benefits in
return. Thus, theories of reciprocity predict that when given the
opportunity to cooperate, people should calculate the costs and
benefits, and cooperate only when doing so is worthwhile. In other
words, people should constantly be computing in every decision
whether cooperating is worth it.
Despite this clear theoretical prediction, however, people often

appear to cooperate without calculating the costs and benefits.
Friends frequently grant requests to help each other without in-
quiring about how much time or effort will be involved, and avoid
precisely tracking favors (22–24). Intimate relationships often foster
strong prosocial emotions, such as devotion and love, that en-
courage extreme cooperative behavior that is insensitive to costs
or contexts (25). People impulsively decide to help strangers in
emergencies (26), and there are rich traditions of adhering to
ethical principles (27) or religious teachings (28–31) that prescribe
rigid guidelines for when cooperation is obligatory, regardless of the
costs and benefits to the actor. These diverse examples likely evoke
a broad range of proximate psychologies, ranging from intuitive and
emotional processes to explicit conscious decisions not to calculate
(that may themselves be the result of calculation). However, these
various proximate mechanisms all lead to cooperative behavior that

is not conditional on the precise cost of cooperating in a specific
situation or context—what we term “uncalculating cooperation.”
When considered in the light of reciprocity, uncalculating co-

operation is therefore a puzzling phenomenon that makes indi-
viduals liable to cooperate in contexts in which they would have
been better off defecting. Why should people put themselves at risk
of giving too much and receiving too little?
One possible explanation is that people engage in uncalculating

cooperation in contexts in which they are willing to pay even the
maximum possible cost of cooperation, so calculating is unneces-
sary. Or, relatedly, so long as cooperation is typically worthwhile,
cooperating without calculating the costs can be an efficient “heu-
ristic”: it usually leads to the right decision, and avoids costs asso-
ciated with calculating (e.g., cognitive costs of deliberation, or time
and effort involved in gathering relevant information) (32–34), a
proposal that is supported by empirical evidence (e.g., ref. 35). Here,
however, we provide the first experimental evidence, to our knowl-
edge, that uncalculating cooperation is more than just an efficient
way to make cooperative decisions.
Specifically, we demonstrate that uncalculating cooperation is

motivated by reputation concerns: People use uncalculating co-
operation to signal their trustworthiness to observers. This hy-
pothesis builds on evidence that people who calculate when
presented with the opportunity to behave morally are perceived
as less prosocial (27, 36), even when they do ultimately wind up
making the “right” decision (37, 38). Calculating behavior is seen
as a sign of doubt or uncertainty (37, 39, 40), whereas prosocial
decisions that are quick, impulsive, or emotional are seen as reflecting
genuine moral goodness (38, 41). As a result of this social cost of
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calculating, people may cooperate in uncalculating ways even in
situations in which, absent reputational concerns, doing so would not
make sense. In other words, people may engage in uncalculating
cooperation, even when the maximum possible cost is not worth
paying and the nonsocial costs of calculation described earlier (e.g.,
cognitive effort, time) are low, for the purpose of boosting their
reputations. (Note that an implication of this argument is that
calculations regarding the reputational costs of cooperating in a
calculating manner can underlie this decision to engage in un-
calculating cooperation.)
To provide empirical support for this account, we experimentally

test the hypothesis that people avoid calculating the costs of co-
operation because of reputational concerns. Across two experiments,
we demonstrate that when people’s decision-making processes are
observable to others, they behave in a less calculating way. This
observation suggests that they use uncalculating cooperation to gain
reputational benefits, and not merely as an efficient way to avoid the
(nonsocial) costs of calculating. Thus, we provide the first experi-
mental evidence, to our knowledge, for the key prediction of the
reputation account. We also show that such uncalculating co-
operation pays off: Consistent with previous research (27, 36–41),

observers perceive uncalculating cooperation as a reliable signal and
trust uncalculating cooperators with more money. Finally, we show
that this perception is valid: People who reach the same cooperative
decisions in an uncalculating way are actually more trustworthy.
In our experiments, we use a two-stage incentivized economic

game (Fig. 1). Both experiments are almost identical in design,
except for how they operationalize uncalculating versus calculat-
ing decision-making. In the first stage of both experiments [the
Helping Game (HG)], player A decides whether to pay a cost to
benefit a recipient and can make this decision in a way that is
calculating or uncalculating (see following for details on how “cal-
culating” is operationalized in each study).
In the second stage of both experiments [the Trust Game (TG)],

player B (who was not involved in the HG) receives an endowment
and decides how much to send to player A. Any money sent is
tripled by the experimenter. Player A then decides what percentage
of this tripled amount (if any) to return to player B (without
knowing how much he or she has been sent by player B). Critically,
then, what is payoff-maximizing for player B depends on the be-
havior of player A. It is payoff-maximizing for player B to send her
entire endowment to player A if player A is trustworthy (i.e., will
return a substantial amount, more than a third); conversely, if
player A is untrustworthy and returns less than a third, it is payoff-
maximizing for player B to send nothing. In contrast, it is never
payoff-maximizing for player A to return anything to player B.
Thus, the amount player B sends to player A reflects player B’s
trust of player A, and the amount player A returns to player B
reflects player A’s trustworthiness.
In the process observable condition, player B can condition trust

(using the strategy method) both on player A’s stage 1 decision (did
player A cooperate?) and decision-making process (did player A
make this decision in a calculating or uncalculating way?). In the
process hidden condition, player B can condition trust only on player
A’s stage 1 decision, and not player A’s decision-making process.
In Exp. 1 (n = 735 player A–player B pairs), we operationalize

calculating behavior with a looking choice, loosely inspired by a
recent formal model of “cooperating without looking” in an “en-
velope game” (42, 43). (For further discussion of the relationship
between our experiments and this model, see Discussion). In this
experiment, we tell player As they have the opportunity to pay a
cost to help another player, but that by default they do not know
how large that cost is; they only know that it is some fraction of their
starting endowment. Player As can then decide whether to help
without looking at the cost (uncalculating behavior) or to look at the
cost before deciding (calculating behavior). Thus, in Exp. 1, calcu-
lating behavior is measured by whether or not player A chooses to
look at the cost. Then, in the process observable condition, but not
the process hidden condition, player B can condition stage 2 trust,
via the strategy method, on whether player A looked at the cost.
In Exp. 2 (n = 737 player A–player B pairs), we operationalize

calculating behavior with decision times, inspired by experimental
evidence that quick cooperative choices are perceived to be more
prosocial (37, 39, 40). In this experiment, we tell player As they have
the opportunity to pay a cost to help another player, and that ini-
tially they do not know how large that cost is, they only know that it
is some fraction of their starting endowment. Then, right before
they make their decisions, we reveal the exact cost of helping to
player As and measure the time they spend deciding, with shorter
times reflecting less calculating behavior. Thus, in Exp, 2, calculat-
ing behavior is measured by the number of seconds spent making
the helping decision (decision times were natural-log transformed
because they were highly right-skewed, as in ref. 44). Then, in the
process observable condition, but not the process hidden condition,
player B can condition stage 2 trust, via the strategy method, on
whether player A decided quickly (specifically, on whether player A
was faster or slower than the median decision time). We note that
player A deciding quickly could reflect either the use of intuitive
cognition (45) or a lack of decision conflict (i.e., an “easy choice”
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Fig. 1. Our two-stage experimental design capturing uncalculating co-
operation. First, in the HG, player A has the opportunity to pay a cost to help a
passive recipient. Player A decides both whether to make this decision in an
uncalculatedmanner (operationalized via looking choice in Exp. 1 and decision
time in Exp. 2) and whether to help. Second, in the TG, player B decides how
much to send to player A (i.e., how much to trust), who then decides how
much to return to player B (i.e., how trustworthy to be). In the process ob-
servable condition, player B can condition trust on player A’s stage 1 decision
process (i.e., looking choice or decision time) and helping decision. In the
process hidden condition, player B can condition only on player A’s stage
1 helping decision, not player A’s decision process.
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based on strong preference for one option over the other) (46, 47),
both of which fall under the umbrella of “uncalculating” decision-
making.
Within this two-stage design, our theory makes three key

predictions: (i) people should engage in more uncalculating be-
havior when their decision process is observable, (ii) people
should perceive uncalculating cooperators as more trustworthy
than calculating cooperators, and (iii) uncalculating cooperators
really should behave in a more trustworthy way than calculating
cooperators.

Results
Uncalculating Cooperation Is Used as a Signal. Our key prediction is
that people use uncalculating cooperation for reputational ben-
efits: player A should be more likely to decide in an uncalcu-
lating way (and thus risk making a suboptimal decision) in the
process observable condition, where doing so can confer repu-
tational benefits, than in the process hidden condition, where
doing so cannot. Indeed, we confirm this prediction in both ex-
periments. In Exp. 1, 70% of player As looked at the cost of
helping in the process hidden condition compared with only 59%
in the process observable condition (n = 735; P = 0.002) (Fig.
2A). In Exp. 2, the mean player A decision time was 12.50 s (2.28
log-seconds) in the process hidden condition compared with
10.26 s (2.17 log-seconds) in the process observable condition
(n = 737; P = 0.014) (Fig. 2B). Thus, we confirm our key pre-
diction: Across two experiments, subjects behaved in a less cal-
culating manner when their reputations were at stake. In Exp. 1,
they looked less at the cost of helping when their looking choice
was observable, and in Exp. 2, they decided faster when their
decision time was observable.

Uncalculating Cooperation Is Perceived as a Signal. Next, we verify
that uncalculating cooperation does, in fact, confer reputational
benefits. In the process observable condition of both experi-
ments, player Bs sent more to player As who reached a coop-
erative decision in an uncalculating way than to player As who
reached a cooperative decision in a calculating way. In Exp. 1,
player Bs sent an average of 55% of their endowments to player
As who helped without looking at the cost compared with 49% to
player As who helped after looking (n = 361; P < 0.001) (Fig. 3A,
Left). In Exp. 2, player Bs sent an average of 60% of their en-
dowments to player As who helped relatively quickly (decision
time below the median) compared with 50% to player As who
helped relatively slowly (decision time above the median; n =
365; P < 0.001) (Fig. 3B, Left). Thus, across two experiments,
we confirmed our prediction that uncalculating cooperators are
trusted more than calculating cooperators. In Exp. 1, subjects

were less trusting of individuals who checked the cost before
helping, and in Exp. 2, they were less trusting of individuals who
considered the cost for a long time before helping.
Furthermore, our theory predicts that uncalculating decisions

should be perceived positively when they lead to cooperative
behavior, specifically because they signal that the decision-maker
can be trusted to cooperate in the future, and not because of a
domain-general effect whereby uncalculating decisions are al-
ways desirable. Thus, we further predict that the positive effect
of uncalculating decisions on trust should be specific to uncal-
culating cooperation and should not apply to uncalculating
defection.
Indeed, in both experiments, the effect of uncalculating behavior

on trust is significantly larger when the behavior in question is co-
operation: When predicting player B’s trust, there is a significant
positive interaction between whether player A made an uncalculating
decision and whether player A decided to help (Exp. 1: coefficient =
7.73; n = 361; P < 0.001; Exp. 2: coefficient = 14.74; n = 365;
P < 0.001). Furthermore, uncalculating behavior is directionally
negative if player A decided not to help: Player Bs trusted un-
calculating defectors less than calculating defectors. In Exp. 1,
player Bs sent an average of 19% of their endowments to player
As who chose not to help without looking at the cost compared
with 21% to player As who chose not to help after looking (n =
361; P = 0.080) (Fig. 3A, Right). In Exp. 2, player Bs sent an av-
erage of 22% of their endowments to player As who decided not
to help relatively quickly (decision time below the median) com-
pared with 27% to player As who decided not to help relatively
slowly (decision time above the median; n = 365; P < 0.001) (Fig.
3B, Right). Thus, across two experiments, we confirmed our pre-
diction that uncalculating cooperation was perceived positively,
but uncalculating defection was not.

Uncalculating Cooperation Actually Is a Signal. Finally, we show that
trusting uncalculating cooperators is, in fact, reasonable. Across
both conditions, player As who reach a cooperative decision in an
uncalculating way return more to player Bs than player As who
reach a cooperative decision in a calculating way. In Exp. 1, player
As who helped without looking at the cost returned an average of
50% of the amount they were sent to player B compared with 41%
among player As who helped after looking (n = 595; P < 0.001)
(Fig. 4A, Left). In Exp. 2, among player As who helped, there was a
significant negative effect of log-transformed helping decision time
on the amount returned to player B (coefficient = −4.61; n = 624;
P = 0.021; because this analysis is correlational, and an individual’s

A B Study 2: Decision time

Fig. 2. Uncalculating cooperation is used as a signal of trustworthiness. Player
As are more likely to engage in uncalculating behavior in the HG (stage 1) when
they know their decision process will be observed by a subsequent partner in the
TG (stage 2). (A) Results from study 1 (n = 735), in which we plot proportion of
player As choosing to look in the HG. (B) Results from study 2 (n = 737), in which
we plot natural-log transformed average decision times for player As in the HG.
Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.

A B

Fig. 3. Uncalculating cooperation is perceived as a signal of trustworthiness. In
the process observable condition, player Bs trust player As who engaged in
uncalculating cooperation more than player As who engaged in calculating co-
operation, but uncalculating behavior is not perceived positively if player A did
not help. (A) Results from study 1 (n = 361). (B) Results from study 2 (n = 365). In
both panels, we plot average proportions of initial TG endowment sent (via the
strategy method) by player B in the process observable condition, as a function
of player A’s decision process and helping decision in the prior stage (the HG).
Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.
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helping decision time reflects not only time spent considering the
cost of helping but also general comprehension speed, this regres-
sion includes a control for log-transformed time spent reading the
comprehension questions; i.e., a measure of general reading/com-
prehension speed) (Fig. 4B, Left). Thus, across two experiments, we
confirmed our prediction that uncalculating cooperators are more
trustworthy than calculating cooperators. In Exp. 1, subjects were
more trustworthy if they helped without looking at the cost, and in
Exp. 2, they were more trustworthy if they helped without consid-
ering the cost for a long time.
Furthermore, mirroring our logic regarding player B perceptions,

we expect that uncalculating decisions only predict increased
trustworthiness when player A cooperates in an uncalculating way,
and not when player A defects in an uncalculating way. Indeed, in
both experiments, the effect of uncalculating behavior on trust-
worthiness is significantly larger when the behavior in question is
cooperation: when predicting player A’s trustworthiness, there is a
significant positive interaction between whether player A made an
uncalculating decision and whether player A decided to help [Exp.
1: coefficient = 10.56; n = 735; P = 0.031; and Exp. 2 (again,
controlling for general comprehension speed): coefficient = 7.69;
n = 737; P = 0.019]. Furthermore, uncalculating behavior is direc-
tionally (albeit nonsignificantly) negative if player A defected: Un-
calculating defectors were directionally less trustworthy than
calculating defectors. In Exp. 1, player As who decided not to help
without looking at the cost returned an average of 18% of the
amount they were sent to player B compared with 20% among
player As who decided not to help after looking (n = 140; P =
0.718) (Fig. 4A, Right). In Exp. 2, among player As who decided not
to help, there was a nonsignificant positive effect of log-transformed
helping decision time on the amount returned to player B (co-
efficient = 2.54; n = 113; P = 0.486; again, this regression includes a
control for general comprehension speed) (Fig. 4B, Right). Thus, we
confirmed our prediction that uncalculating decision-making only
predicted trustworthiness when player A helped.

Discussion
Across two experiments, we found evidence for a reputation-based
account of uncalculating cooperation: People are more likely to
engage in uncalculating behavior when their decision process is ob-
servable. Furthermore, we presented evidence that people perceive
uncalculating cooperators (but not defectors) as more trustworthy
than calculating cooperators in our paradigm, and that uncalculating

cooperators (but not defectors) really do behave in a more trust-
worthy way than calculating cooperators.
Our key result, that people engage in less calculating behavior

when their decision process is observable, provides the first evi-
dence, to our knowledge, that people use uncalculating coopera-
tion for reputational benefits, and not merely as a useful way to
reduce the nonsocial costs of calculating (32–35). Although a
theory of uncalculating cooperation as merely an efficient decision-
making strategy can explain our second and third results (indi-
viduals who cooperate across contexts to reduce the nonsocial
costs of calculating will end up cooperating more, and thus should
be perceived as, and should actually be, more trustworthy), it
cannot explain why uncalculating decision-making should decrease
when it is not observable. Based only on decision-making effi-
ciency, acting in an uncalculating way should be equally valuable,
regardless of who is watching. Thus, the fact that uncalculating
decision-making is sensitive to observability suggests it represents a
costly strategy that risks making a suboptimal choice, but has the
benefit of signaling trustworthiness. This result has important im-
plications for our understanding of the function of uncalculating
cooperation, implicating reputational motives. It also suggests
boundary conditions for when uncalculating cooperation should be
observed. For example, when uncalculating cooperation serves as a
reputation strategy, it should be particularly likely when trust is
relatively important, as opposed to when the maximum cost of
cooperation is relatively small or when the cognitive and temporal
costs of calculating are relatively large.
Of course, our reputation-based account is not mutually exclusive

with the idea that people are sometimes uncalculating cooperators
because they are willing to pay even the maximum cost or because
calculating has nonsocial costs; these accounts may help explain why
some subjects cooperated in an uncalculating manner even when
their decision process was hidden. However, we note that because
calculating whether your decision process is observable may itself be
observable to others, people may also engage in “meta uncalculat-
ing cooperation” (i.e., uncalculating cooperation that is itself un-
calculated, and not conditional on whether one’s decision process
is observable), which may also help explain uncalculating coopera-
tion in the process hidden condition, and make one especially trust-
worthy to others.
It is important to note that in the process observable conditions

of both experiments, we explicitly inform player As that player Bs
can condition their trust on looking choices/decision times, and
thus that there are possible reputation consequences of calculating;
conversely, in the process hidden conditions, we explain that there
are no possible reputation consequences of calculating. Critically,
however, this information about reputational consequences needs
not be presented so explicitly to obtain our key result. In the SI
Appendix, we present a subtler version of Exp. 1, in which we re-
frain from directly telling player As what player Bs can condition
their trust on (but instead convey this information indirectly via
screenshots of the study from player B’s perspective). This addi-
tional study replicates our key finding that player As are less cal-
culating when they know their decision process is observable. These
results suggest that in real-world contexts of interest, when subjects
are aware that their decision processes are observable (via a range
of real-world observability cues, which may typically not be explicit),
they are likely to act on this information by making cooperative
decisions in a less calculating way. See SI Appendix for details.
Our second result (that people preferentially trust uncalculating

cooperators) demonstrates that engaging in uncalculating decision-
making can be worth the costs: Uncalculating cooperators receive
reputational benefits in the form of increased trust. These findings
add to a growing body of evidence showing that people attend to
whether decisions are made in a calculating or uncalculating way. In
one prior study, for example, subjects judged characters more posi-
tively if they made prosocial decisions without hesitation, because
their decisions were perceived as more certain (37), which fits with

A B

Fig. 4. Uncalculating cooperation actually is a signal of trustworthiness.
Across both conditions, player As who engaged in uncalculating cooperation
are more trustworthy than player As who engaged in calculating co-
operation, but uncalculating behavior does not predict trustworthiness
among player As who chose not to help. (A) Results from study 1 (n = 735), in
which we plot average proportion returned by player A in the TG, averaged
across both conditions. (B) Results from study 2 (n = 737), in which we plot
predicted proportion returned by player A in the TG, based on a regression
model taking data from both conditions and including natural-log trans-
formed comprehension speed as a control variable. Predictions are gener-
ated for a subject with a helping decision time that is either 1 SD above or
below the mean. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.
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evidence that decision time is seen as reflecting doubt across a range
of social contexts (39, 40) [and evidence that decision conflict does
indeed drive decision times (46, 47)]. Other studies have also found
that prosocial decisions that are motivated by emotion (38) or made
impulsively (41) are seen as reflecting genuine altruistic motives, that
deontological decision-makers are perceived as more trustworthy
(27), and individuals who decline to reveal the exact payoffs of
cooperating are predicted to behave more prosocially (36). We build
on this research by using incentivized economic games to demon-
strate that subjects show more “revealed” trust of people who help
(i) without looking at the cost or (ii) relatively quickly.
Likewise, our third result (that uncalculating cooperators re-

ally are more trustworthy) confirms that it can be beneficial to
trust uncalculating cooperators: they really do return more
money in the TG, suggesting that uncalculating cooperation
serves as an honest signal of trustworthiness. This work builds on
the finding that intuitive decisions are typically more coopera-
tive (35) by showing that intuitive cooperation in one decision
(compared with more calculated cooperation) predicts trustwor-
thiness in a future decision.
Relatedly, our second and third results are particularly powerful,

given that the target of uncalculating cooperation in the HG was a
different person than the target of the trustworthiness in the TG.
Uncalculating cooperation is often an important signal within dy-
adic relationships (e.g., a willingness to help, regardless of the costs,
is a key quality of a loyal friend or romantic partner); thus, we might
expect even stronger results if the recipient from the HG was the
first mover in the TG. However, our results provide evidence that,
to some extent, subjects expect uncalculating cooperation to predict
prosociality across decisions and interaction partners (at least in a
lab experiment).
Importantly, we found that uncalculating cooperation, but not

uncalculating defection, is perceived as, and actually is, a positive
signal of trustworthiness. Directionally, uncalculating defection is
perceived as and actually is a negative signal, and these effects
reach significance in some analyses [“perceived as”: Exp. 2, sup-
plemental experiment (SI Appendix), and pooled datasets, and
marginally significant in Exp. 1; “actually is”: marginally significant
in supplemental experiment; see SI Appendix for details]. This
reversal is consistent with evidence that quick decisions can be
perceived positively or negatively, depending on the nature of the
decision (39), and demonstrates that it is specifically uncalculating
cooperation that is seen positively, rather than uncalculating de-
cision-making generally being seen as desirable. An interesting
question for future research is why uncalculating cooperation
is perceived more positively (relative to calculating cooperation)
than uncalculating defection is perceived negatively (relative to
calculating defection). One possibility is that subjects perceived
not helping as more diagnostic than helping (48), perhaps because
helping could have been motivated by a desire to elicit trust, and
thus were more attentive to helpers’ decision processes as a result.
Another important question is how uncalculating cooperation

remains an honest signal of trustworthiness. What stops people from
using uncalculating cooperation to elicit trust from others, but then
behaving exploitatively? One possibility comes from a model of
“cooperating without looking” in the “envelope game” (42, 43). In
this game, uncalculating cooperation prevents an individual from
learning whether, in the current situation, defection would earn a
higher payoff than cooperation. As a result, uncalculating individuals
are precommitted to not knowing when defection is worthwhile,
and thus will best respond to the information they have by reliably
cooperating across contexts (so long as, on average, cooperation pays
for them).
Another possibility is that uncalculating cooperation remains an

honest indicator of trustworthiness via costly signaling (49–52).
For individuals who face incentives to be trustworthy (i.e., who
typically find cooperation advantageous), agreeing to cooperate
without calculating is not very costly: In any given situation, it is

likely that a cost–benefit analysis would support cooperation. In
contrast, for individuals who face incentives to be exploitative (i.e.,
who rarely find cooperation advantageous), agreeing to cooperate
without calculating is costlier, and it is more likely that a cost–
benefit analysis would favor defection. Thus, exploitative individ-
uals may not find uncalculating cooperation worthwhile, even
when factoring in the increased trust it elicits, keeping uncalcu-
lating cooperation an honest signal.
Critically, our experiments did not explicitly build in either of

these mechanisms for keeping signals honest: Nothing about our
game structure could stop player As from engaging in uncalcu-
lating cooperation in the HG and then returning nothing in the
TG. If we had exactly recreated the envelope game or a costly
signaling model in the laboratory, purely rational subjects (without
any psychological predisposition toward treating uncalculating
cooperation as an honest signal of trustworthiness) would use
uncalculating cooperation to signal trustworthiness and would
trust uncalculating cooperators as a way to maximize their payoffs,
and thus our results could merely reflect strategic reasoning in a
novel game. Instead, we created a game setup in which there is not
actually an “honest signaling” equilibrium, such that positive re-
sults would point to psychological predispositions regarding un-
calculating cooperation (thus, for example, Exp. 1 uses a “looking
choice” measure inspired by the envelope game of refs. 42 and 43,
but does not formally conform to its structure). Our findings
therefore suggest that human psychology has been shaped by daily
life contexts in which uncalculating cooperation honestly signals
trustworthiness, and that this psychology “spills over” to situations
in which it does not actually make “rational” sense. Future research
should further investigate the ultimate mechanisms responsible for
keeping signals honest, and thus creating this psychology.
A final important future direction is investigating the proximate

motivations that underlie uncalculating cooperation: How often is
the choice to be uncalculating itself calculated and strategic (53)?
And when uncalculated cooperation is nonstrategic, when is it de-
liberate (e.g., somebody consciously applying an unconditional
ethical principle) versus automatic [e.g., somebody being blinded
by love in an intimate relationship (25) or spontaneously helping in
an emergency (26)]? Future research should investigate the prox-
imate psychologies at play in our experiments and in daily life.
In sum, humans frequently cooperate without calculating the

costs, despite the fact that doing so forfeits their ability to condition
cooperation on whether or not it is worthwhile. Here, we provide
the first empirical evidence, to our knowledge, that people prefer-
entially engage in uncalculating cooperation when their reputations
are at stake. Our results thus suggest that people use uncalculating
cooperation to signal trustworthy to others, and not merely as an
efficient decision-making strategy. These results have broad appli-
cations to behaviors ranging from extreme altruism to ethical
principles to romantic love. If I help without thinking today, you
know you can rely on me, no matter what tomorrow brings.

Materials and Methods
In both studies, we recruited pairs of subjects (player As and player Bs) online
through Amazon Mechanical Turk to play a two-stage incentivized, anony-
mous economic gamewith no deception.We received approval from the Yale
University Human Subjects Committee and gained informed consent as re-
quired by the Yale Institutional Review Board when subjects accepted our
task on Amazon. In stage 1, player A participates in a HG and player B does
not participate. In the HG, player A starts with 20 cents, whereas a recipient
starts with nothing. Player A is informed that he or she will have a choice over
whether to help the recipient by sacrificing some fraction of his or her en-
dowment c to deliver 2c to the recipient. Initially, player A is not told the
exact value of c, and knows only that it is between 0 and 20 cents. In Exp. 1,
before making his or her helping decision, player A chooses whether or not
to reveal the exact value of c (in which case she is informed that c is 10 cents).
In Exp. 2, player A is always informed as to the exact value of c (10 cents),
and then immediately after, makes his or her helping decision on the same
screen. The time spent on this screen is recorded.
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In stage 2, both player A and player B participate in a TG. In the TG, player
B starts with 30 cents and chooses how much, if anything, to send to player
A. Any amount sent is tripled. Player A then chooses how much, if anything,
to return to player B. In the process observable condition, player B can
condition his sending decision both on player A’s HG decision process
(whether player A revealed the cost of c in Exp. 1, and player A’s decision
time in Exp. 2) and on player A’s HG decision (whether player A helped the
recipient). In the process hidden condition, player B can only condition his
sending decision on player A’s HG decision. We use the strategy method for
both players [i.e., player B decides how much to send to a player A, who
engaged in all possible combinations of HG decision processes and/or de-
cisions (depending on condition), without knowing what player A actually
did, and player A decides what percentage of the amount player B will
send to return, without knowing how much player B actually sent].

We ask subjects comprehension questions to assess their understanding of
the incentive structure of both phases of the game. In our primary analyses,
we report results from all subjects, but all of our results are robust to
restricting to subjects who answered all comprehension questions correctly
(see SI Appendix for details).

In our analyses, we use logistic regressions when predicting HG looking
decisions (which are binary) and linear regressions when predicting HG decision
times, aswell as TG sending and returning decisions (which are continuous).We
use robust SEs in all regressions. Player Bs make multiple TG sending decisions
(because they condition their sending on different possible player A HG be-
haviors); we analyze these data by treating each sending decision as an obser-
vation and clustering robust SEs on subject to account for the nonindependence
of repeated observations from the same subject. In our analyses of HG decision
times,wenatural-log transform times (because they are highly right-skewed) and
control for general comprehension speed when taking decision time as an in-
dependent variable (because variance in helping decision time is likely to reflect
both time spent considering the cost of helping and general compression ability).
We operationalize general comprehension speed as the natural-log transformed
sum of the time the subject spent on the two screens involving comprehension
questions (about the two stages of our game).
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